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Python	string	format	integer	padding

The	constants	defined	in	this	module	are:	chain.	ASCII_LETTERSÂ¶	Concatenation	of	the	ASCII_LowerCase	and	ASCII_UPPERECTO	CONTROLLECTION.	This	value	is	not	local-dependent.	String.ASCII_LowerCase	¶	The	minimum	letters	'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'.	This	value	is	not	local-dependent	and	will	not	change.	String.ascii_Uppercase	¶	The	letters	Mayins	'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'.	This	value	is	not	local-dependent	and	will	not	change.	String.Digitsâ¶	Rope
'0123456789'.	String.hexdigitsÂ¶	rope	'0123456789Abcdefabcdef'.	Octdigitsâ¶	rope	'01234567'.	rope.	Score	¶	Cante	of	ASCII	characters	that	are	considered	scoring	characters	in	the	C	Locate	:!	"#	$%	reduced	'()	*	+,	-.	/:;	meaning	=	trust?	@	[\]	^	_`	{flig}	~	.	String.Printable	¶	Pending	ASCII	characters	that	are	considered	printable.	This	is	a	combination	of	duggives,	ascii_letters,	punctuation	and	white	space.	Rope.	White	space	A	chain	containing	all	the	ASCII	characters	that	are	considered
white	space.	This	includes	space	of	characters,	the	eyelash,	lafeed,	the	return,	the	shape	and	the	vertical	tab.	The	built-in	chain	kind	provides	the	ability	to	make	complex	variable	substitutions	and	format	value	through	the	Format	()	described	in	PEP	3101.	The	formatter	class	in	the	chain	module	allows	you	to	create	and	customize	your	own	chain	format	behaviors	using	the	same	implementation	as	the	built-in	format	().	Class	Rope.	Formatter	class	following	me	all	püb	Lans:	format
(format_string,	/,	args,	**	kwargs)	Â¶	The	entire	primary	API.	A	format	chain	and	an	arbitrary	set	of	positional	and	keyword	arguments	are	needed.	It	is	only	a	wrapping	that	calls	Vformat	().	Change	in	version	3.7:	A	format	chain	argument	is	now	positional	only.	VFormat	(format_string,	args,	kwargs)	Â¶	This	function	makes	the	real	work	of	formatting.	It	is	exposed	as	a	function	for	cases	in	which	you	wish	to	pass	in	a	predefined	dictionary	of	arguments,	instead	of	unpacking	and	repackaging	the
dictionary	as	asarguments	by	hearing	the	syntax	of	*args	and	*kwargs.	vformat()	does	the	work	of	breaking	the	format	string	in	the	characters	and	replacement	fields	data.	call	the	various	methods	described	below.	further,	the	formatter	defines	a	series	of	methods	that	are	intended	to	be	replaced	by	subclasses:	parse(format_string)¶	Open	on	the	format_string	and	returns	an	iterable	of	tuples	(literal_text,	field_name,	format_spec,	conversion.)	this	is	oated	by	vformat()	to	break	the	string	in
literal	text,	or	replacement	fields.	the	values	in	the	tuple	represent	conceptually	a	literal	text	span	followed	by	a	single	replacement	field.	if	there	is	no	literal	text	(which	can	happen	if	two	replacement	fields	occur	consecutively,)	then	literal_text	will	be	a	zero-length	string.	if	there	is	no	replacement	field,	then	field_name	values,	format_spec	and	conversion	will	be	none.	get_field(field_name,	args,	kwargs)¶	given	field_name	as	returned	by	parse()	(see	above,)	convert	it	to	an	object	to	be
formatted.	returns	a	tuple	(obj,	used_key).	the	default	version	carries	strings	of	the	form	defined	in	pep	3101,	like	“0[name]”	or	“label.title”.	args	and	kwargs	are	as	passed	in	to	vformat(.)	the	return	value	used_key	has	the	same	meaning	as	the	key	parameter	for	get_value().	get_value(key,	args,	kwargs)¶	recover	a	given	field	value.	the	key	argument	will	be	an	integer	or	a	string.	if	it	is	an	integer,	it	represents	the	index	of	the	positional	argument	in	args;	if	it	is	a	string,	then	it	represents	an
argument	called	in	kwargs.	the	args	parameter	is	set	in	the	list	of	positional	arguments	to	vformat(,)	and	the	kwargs	parameter	is	set	in	the	dictionary	of	keyword	arguments.	for	composite	field	names,	these	functions	are	only	called	for	the	first	field	name	component;	the	subsequent	components	are	handled	through	normal	attributes	and	indexing	operations.	for	example,	the	expressionField	"0.Name"	would	make	you	get_value	()	be	called	with	a	key	key	argument	0.	The	name	attribute	will	be
searched	after	get_value	()	returns	by	calling	the	getattr	()	function.	If	the	index	or	keyword	refers	to	an	element	that	does	not	exist,	then	an	IndexError	or	KeyError	must	be	raised.	check_unused_args	(used_args,	args,	kwargs)	Â¶	Implement	unused	argument	checking	if	desired.	The	arguments	to	this	function	are	the	set	of	all	the	argument	keys	that	are	actually	alluded	to	in	the	format	string	(integers	for	positional	arguments,	and	strings	for	named	arguments),	and	a	reference	to	the	args	and
kwargs	that	was	passed	to	vformat.	The	set	of	unused	args	can	be	computed	from	these	parameters.	check_unused_args	()	is	supposed	to	raise	an	exception	if	the	check	fails.	format_field	(value,	format_spec)	¶	format_field	()	simply	calls	the	built-in	global	()	format.	The	method	is	provided	so	that	subclasses	can	override	it.	convert_field	(value,	conversion)	¶	Converts	the	value	(returned	by	get_field	())	given	a	conversion	type	(as	in	the	tuple	returned	by	the	parse	()	method).	The	default	version
includes	the	conversion	types	âsâ	(str),	ârâ	(repr)	and	âaâ	(ascii).	The	str.format	()	method	and	the	Formatter	class	share	the	same	syntax	for	format	strings	(although	in	the	case	of	Formatter,	subclasses	can	define	their	own	syntax	for	format	strings).	The	syntax	is	related	to	that	of	formatted	string	literals,	but	is	less	sophisticated	and,	in	particular,	does	not	support	arbitrary	expressions.	The	format	strings	contain	âspare	fieldsâ	surrounded	by	{curly}	brakes.	Anything	that	is	not	contained	in
the	devices	is	considered	literal	text,	which	is	copied	without	changes	at	the	output.	If	you	need	to	include	a	bracelet	character	in	the	literal	text,	you	can	escape	by	duplicating:	{{	and	}}}.	The	grammar	for	a	replacement	field	is:	replace_field::=	“{“	[field_name]	[“!”	conversion]	[“:”	format_spec]	“}”	field_name	arg_name	("."	atribu_name	←	"["	element_index	"]")*	arg_name	::=	[identifier	durable	digit+]	attributed_name	::=::	=	Digitos	+	Tención	Index_String	Index_String	::	=	Â-ª	Any	character
of	origin	except	"]"	(]]	"Conversion	::	="	R	"Ten"	S	"Ten"	A	"Format_Spec	::	=	identified	in	the	following	section	in	less	formal	terms,	the	replacement	field	can	start	with	a	Field	name	that	specifies	the	object	whose	value	must	be	formatted	and	inserted	at	the	output	instead	of	the	replacement	field.	The	name	Field_Name	is	optionally	followed	by	a	conversion	field,	which	It	is	preceded	by	an	exclamation	point	'!',	and	a_spec	format,	which	is	preceded	by	a	colon	':'.	These	specify	a	non-
predetermined	format	for	the	replacement	value.	See	also	the	mini-language	section	of	specification	of	Format.	The	field	name	begins	with	an	ARG_	name	that	is	a	number	or	a	keyword.	If	it	is	a	number,	it	refers	to	a	positional	argument,	and	if	it	is	a	keyword,	it	refers	to	an	argument	called	a	keyword.	If	the	Nummer	Arg_nums	in	a	format	chain	are	0,	1	,	2,	...	In	sequence,	everyone	can	be	omitted	(not	only	some)	and	the	numbers	0,	1,	2,	...	will	be	automatically	inserted	into	that	order.	Because
arg_name	is	not	delimited	by	appointments,	it	is	not	possible	to	specify	arbitrary	keys	of	the	dictionary	(for	example,	the	'10'	or	':	-]	strings)	within	a	format	string.	The	arg_name	can	be	followed	by	any	number	of	expressions	Index	or	attribute.	An	expression	of	'	Change	in	version	3.1:	The	specifiers	of	positional	arguments	can	be	omitted	for	str.format	(),	so	'{}	{}'	format	(A,	B)	is	equivalent	to	'{0}	{1}'.	Format	(a,	b).	Change	in	version	3.4:	The	specifiers	of	positional	arguments	can	be	omitted
for	Formatter.	Some	simple	examples	of	format	strings:	"First,	you	will	count	on	{0}"	#	References	first	positional	argument	"Bring	Me	#	implicit	references	the	first	positional	argument	"From	{}	to	{}"	Same	as	"From	{0}	to	{1}"	"My	search	is	{name}"	#	Key	argument	references	'name'	"Weight	in	tons	{0.peso}"	#	'fish'	attribute	'fish'arg	positional	“Units	destroyed:	{players[0]”	#	First	element	of	the	keyword	argument	’players'.	The	conversion	field	causes	a	type	of	coercion	before
formatting.	Normally,	the	work	of	formatting	a	value	is	done	using	the	__format__	()	method	of	the	value	itself.	However,	in	some	cases	it	is	desirable	to	force	a	type	to	be	formatted	as	a	string,	exceeding	its	own	format	definition.	When	converting	the	value	to	a	string	before	calling	__format__	(),	the	normal	format	logic	is	ignored.	Currently,	three	conversion	flags	are	supported:	'!s'	calling	str	()	on	the	value,	'!r'	calling	repr	()	and	'!a'	calling	ascii	().	Some	examples:	“Harold	es	un	listo	{0!s}”	#
Calls	str	()	on	the	argument	first	“Bring	out	the	saint	{name!r}”	#	Calls	repr	()	on	the	argument	first	“More	{!a}”	#	Calls	ascii	()	on	the	argument	first	The	format_spec	field	contains	a	specification	of	how	the	value	should	be	presented,	including	details	such	as	field	width,	to	inerting,	filling,	decimal	precision	and	so	on.	Each	type	of	value	can	define	its	own	“mini-language	formatting”	or	interpretation	of	the_spec	format.	Most	built-in	types	support	a	common	format	mini-language,	which	is
described	in	the	next	section.	A	format_spec	field	can	also	include	replacement	fields	nested	inside	it.	These	nested	replacement	fields	may	contain	a	field	name,	conversion	flag,	and	format	specification,	but	deeper	nesting	is	not	allowed.	Replacement	fields	within	the_spec	format	are	replaced	before	the	format_spec	string	is	interpreted.	This	allows	the	format	of	a	value	to	be	dynamically	specified.	See	the	Format	Examples	section	for	some	examples.	The	format	specifications	are	used	inside
the	replacement	fields	contained	within	a	format	string	to	define	how	individual	values	are	presented	(see	Format	Syntax	and	string	literals	with	They	can	also	be	passed	directly	to	the	built-in	format()	function.	Each	type	of	format	can	define	how	the	format	specification	should	be	interpreted.	Most	of	them.Types	implement	the	following	options	for	format	specifications,	although	some	of	the	format	options	only	are	compatible	with	numhetic	types.	A	general	convention	is	that	a	vacuum	format
specification	produces	the	same	result	as	if	you	had	been	called	STR)	(in	value.	A	non-vacuum	format	specification	normally	modifies	the	result.	The	general	form	of	a	standard	format	specifier	is:	format_spec	::	=	fill]	align]	[sign]	[#]	[width]	[Grouping_Option]	[.	Precision]	[Type	Fill	::	=	â-	Any	confidential	character	::	=	"Be"	silence	"silence"	=	"	"sign	::	="	+	"silence"	-	"Silence"	Width	::	=	DIGIT	+	GROUPING_OPTION	::	=	"_"	Silence	","	Precision	::	=	Dugitos	+	Type	::	=	B	Silence	C	Silent	and
Silent	E	Holded	F	Before	formulo	before	formulating	before	formulating	and	formulated	it	is	not	possible	to	use	a	literal	curd	(â	€	œ	{â	€	œ	œ}	â	€)	as	the	filling	character	in	a	literal	formatted	chain	or	when	using	the	MÃ	©	All	STR.FORMAT).	However,	it	is	possible	to	insert	a	curly	brake	with	a	nested	replacement	field.	This	limitation	does	not	affect	the	format)	(function.	E	l	meaning	of	the	various	alignment	options	is	as	follows:	Significant	option	"requires	the	field	to	be	aligned	left	within	the
available	space	(this	is	the	default	for	most	objects.)"	No	"FRAME	THE	FIELD	To	be	properly	aligned	within	the	available	space	(this	is	the	default	for	the	numbers.)	'=	FRAME	The	filling	to	be	placed	after	the	sign	(if	any)	but	before	the	digits.	This	is	used	for	the	printing	fields	in	the	form	â	€	~	+	000120â	€	™.	This	alignment	option	only	is	válida	for	numerical	types.	It	becomes	the	default	for	the	numbers	when	â	€	~0â	€	™	™	immediately	precedes	the	field	width.	'^'	Forces	the	field	to	be
centered	within	the	available	space.	Keep	in	mind	that	unless	a	minimal	field	width	is	defined,	the	width	of	It	will	always	be	the	same	size	as	the	data	to	fill	it,	so	the	alignment	option	doesn’t	make	sense	in	this	case.	The	only	sign	option	is	valid	valid	valid	Types	of	numbers,	and	it	can	be	one	of	the	following:	The	option	meaning	'+'	indicates	that	a	sign	should	be	used	for	both	positive	and	negative	numbers.	'-'	indicates	that	a	sign	should	be	used	only	for	negative	numbers	(this	is	the	default
behavior).	The	space	indicates	that	a	prominent	space	should	be	used	in	positive	numbers,	and	a	minus	sign	in	negative	numbers.	The	'#'	option	causes	the	’alternative	form'	to	be	used	for	the	conversion.	The	alternative	shape	is	defined	differently	for	different	types.	This	option	is	only	valid	for	whole	types,	floats	and	complexes.	For	integers,	when	using	binary,	octal,	or	hexadecimal	output,	this	option	adds	the	respective	prefix	’0B',	’0o',	’0x',	or	’0x'	to	the	output	value.	To	float	and	complex,	the
alternate	shape	causes	that	the	result	of	the	conversion	always	contains	a	decimal	point	character,	even	if	the	digits	do	not	follow	it.	Normally,	a	decimal	point	character	appears	in	the	result	of	these	conversions	only	if	a	digit	follows	it.	Also,	for	’G'	and	’G'	conversions,	the	final	zeros	are	not	removed	from	the	result.	The	','	option	indicates	the	use	of	a	comma	for	a	thousands	separator.	For	a	location-conscious	separator,	use	the	whole	’n'	presentation	type	instead.	Changed	in	version	3.1:	added
the	option	','	(see	also	PEP	378).	The	’_'	option	indicates	the	use	of	an	underline	for	a	separator	of	thousands	of	the	floating	point	presentation	types	and	for	the	integer	presentation	type	’D'.	For	integer	presentation	types	’B',	’O',	’X',	and	’X',	underscores	will	be	inserted	every	4	digits.	For	other	types	of	presentation,	specifying	this	option	is	an	error.	Changed	in	version	3.6:	added	the	’_'	option	(see	also	PEP	515).	Width	is	a	decimal	integer	that	defines	the	total	width	of	the	total	field,	including
prefixes,	separators,	and	other	formatting	characters.	If	not	specified,	then	the	content	of	the	field	is	by	the	content.	When	an	explicit	alignment	is	not	given,	which	precedes	the	width	field	by	a	zero	character	('0')	allows	the	zero-fill	of	Sign-Aware	for	numeric	numericThis	is	equivalent	to	a	fill	character	of	’0'	with	an	alignment	type	of	'='.	Changed	in	version	3.10:	previous	to	the	width	field	by	’0'	no	longer	affects	the	default	alignment	for	strings.	Precision	is	a	decimal	number	that	indicates	how
many	digits	should	be	displayed	after	the	decimal	point	for	a	floating	point	value	formatted	with	’F'	and	’f',	or	before	and	after	the	decimal	point	for	a	floating	point	value	formatted	with	’g'	or	’GRAMO'.	For	non-number	types,	the	field	indicates	the	maximum	field	size:	in	other	words,	how	many	characters	will	be	used	from	the	field	content.	Accuracy	is	not	allowed	for	integer	values.	Finally,	the	type	determines	how	the	data	should	be	presented.	The	types	of	string	presentation	available	are:
Type	Meaning	’s'	String	format.	This	is	the	default	type	for	strings	and	can	be	omitted.	None	like	’S'.	The	types	of	integer	presentation	available	are:	Type	Meaning	’B'	Binary	Format.	Produces	the	number	at	the	base	2.	’C'	character.	Converts	the	integer	to	the	corresponding	Unicode	character	before	printing.	’D'	integer	decimal.	It	produces	the	number	at	the	base	10.	’O'	octal	format.	It	produces	the	number	at	the	base	8.	HEX	’X'	format.	Produces	the	number	at	base	16,	using	lowercase
letters	for	digits	higher	than	the	hexagonal	format	of	’X'.	Produces	the	number	at	base	16,	using	capital	letters	for	digits	greater	than	9.	In	case	'#'	is	specified,	the	prefix	’0x'	will	also	be	displayed	to	’0x'.	’n'	number.	This	is	the	same	as	’D',	except	that	it	uses	the	configuration	of	the	current	regional	configuration	to	insert	the	appropriate	number	separator	characters.	None	like	’D'.	In	addition	to	the	above	presentation	types,	integers	can	be	formatted	with	the	floating	point	presentation	types
listed	below	(except	’n'	and	none).	In	doing	so,	float	()	is	used	to	convert	the	Entire	to	a	floating	point	number	before	formatting.	The	types	of	presentation	available	for	floating	and	decimal	values	are:	Meaning	Type	'E'	Scientific	Notation.	For	a	given	Precision,	format	the	number	in	scientist.	scientist	With	the	letter	Â	«Â»	that	separates	the	exponent	coefficient.	The	coefficient	has	a	dyet	before	and	p	dgites	after	the	decimal	point,	for	a	total	of	p	+	1	significant	digits.	Without	any	given
precision,	it	uses	a	precision	of	6	dugs	after	the	decimal	point	for	the	float,	and	shows	all	the	duggives	of	the	coefficient	for	decimal.	If	no	dugito	follows	at	the	decimal	point,	the	decimal	point	is	also	deleted	unless	the	option	is	used.	Â	«EÂ»	Scientific	notation.	Same	as	â	€	™	e	'except	that	it	uses	a	MayÃ	«EÂ»	as	a	separator	car.	â	€	™	f	'Notice	of	fixed	point.	For	a	given	Precision,	format	the	number	as	a	decimal	number	with	exactly	p	dglets	after	the	decimal	point.	Without	any	given	precision,	it
uses	a	6-digit	precision	after	the	decimal	point	for	the	float,	and	uses	a	precision	large	enough	to	show	all	the	dugs	of	the	coefficient	for	decimal.	If	no	dugito	follows	at	the	decimal	point,	the	decimal	point	is	also	deleted	unless	the	option	is	used.	«FÂ»	Fixed	point	notation.	Same	as	'F',	but	converts	NAN	in	NAN	E	Inf	in	Inf.	'G'	General	format.	For	a	given	P>	=	1	precision,	it	rounds	the	number	to	pgites	significant	and	then	formats	the	result	in	fixed-point	format	or	scientific	notation,	depending
on	its	magnitude.	A	precision	of	0	is	treated	as	equivalent	to	a	precise	precise	rules	are	the	following:	Suppose	the	result	formatted	with	the	type	of	presentation	'E'	and	the	P-1	precision	would	have	exponent	exponent.	Then,	if	m	>	'{0},	{1},	{2}'.	Format	('A',	'B',	'C')	'A,	B,	C'	>>>	'{},	{},	{}'.	Format	('A',	'B',	'C')	#	3.1+	Single	'A,	B,	C'	>>>	'{2},	{1},	{0}'.	Format	('A',	'B',	'C')	'C,	B,	A'	'{2},	{1},	{0}'.	Format	(*	''	ABC	')	#	Archion	of	argument	sequence'	C,	B,	A	'>>>'	{0}	{1}	{0}	'.	Format
('Open',	'CAD')	#	Amendments	of	the	arguments	can	be	repeated	'Abracadabra'	Accessing	the	arguments	by	 ةيبرعأ 	Русский	Accessing	argumentsâ⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄4⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2⁄2o3⁄4o3⁄4o3⁄4o3⁄4o3⁄4o3⁄4o3⁄4o3⁄2o3⁄4o3⁄2o3⁄2o3⁄2o3⁄2o3⁄2o1⁄2o3⁄2o3o3⁄2o3o3o3o3o1⁄2o3o3o3o3⁄2o3⁄2o3o3o,	,	̧1⁄2o,	̧3⁄2o,	̧3⁄3⁄2o3o1⁄2o3⁄2	Accessing	argumentsâ⁄2	items:	 نمامامامامأ (	5	,3 	=	) 	:%r	and	%s	Replacing	5'	Y:	3;	'X:	{0[1]}'.formt(coord)	And:	{0[0]};	X:'	ةمامامامأ عمأ 	"repr()	shows	quotes:
{!r};	str()	doesn't:	{!s}."format('test1',	'test2')	"repr()	shows	quotes:	'test1';	str()	doesn't:	test2"	Aligning	the	text	and	specifying	a	width>>>	Format	(1234567890)	'1,234,567,890'	Expressing	a	percentage:	>>>	Points	=	19	>>>	Total	=	22	>>>	'Correct	answers:	{:	.2%}'.	Format	(	Points	/	Total)	correct	answers:	86.36%'	Using	type-specific	formatting:	>>>	Import	DateTime	>>>	D	=	DateTime.DateTime	(2010,	7,	4,	12,	15,	58)	>>>	'{:%	Y-%	M-%	D%	H:%	M:%	S}	'.	Format	(D)'	2010-07-04
12:15:58	'Nesting	arguments	and	more	complex	examples:	>>>	to	align,	zipped	text	('',	['left',	'center',	'right']):	...	'{0:	{fill}	{align}	16}'.	Formatting	(text,	fill	=	align,	align	=	align	)	...	'Left	>>	b’abcabc1'.isalpha	()	false	bytes.isascii	()	Â¶	bytearray.isascii	()	Â¶	Returns	TRUE	if	the	sequence	is	empty	or	all	Bytes	in	the	sequence	are	ASC	II,	fake	otherwise.	The	ASCII	bytes	are	in	the	range	0-0x7f.	BYTES.ISDIGIT	()	Â¶	Â¶	BYTEARRAY.ISDIGIT	()	Â¶	TRUE	Return	If	all	bytes	in	the	sequence	are
ASCII	decimal	digits	and	the	sequence	is	not	empty,	false	otherwise.	The	ASCII	decimal	digits	are	the	byte	values	in	the	sequence	B’0	123	456	789	'.	For	example:	>>>	b’1234'.isdigit	()	True	>>>	b’1.23'.isdigit	()	false	bytes.islower	()	Â¶	bytearray.islower	()	Â¶	Returns	GERD	If	there	is	at	least	one	lowercase	ASCII	character	in	the	sequence	and	no	ASCII	character	in	uppercase,	false	otherwise.	For	example:	>>>	B’Hello	World'.islower	()	True	>>>	B’Hello	World'.islower	()	False	lowercase
ASCII	characters	are	byte	values	in	the	sequence	b’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz	'.	Uppercase	ASCII	characters	are	byte	values	in	the	sequence	b’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz	'.	bytes.isspace	()	Â¶	Â¶	bytearray.isspace	()	Â¶	TRUE	Return	If	all	bytes	in	the	sequence	are	ASCII	white	spaces	and	the	sequence	is	not	empty,	otherwise	false.	The	ASCII	white	space	characters	are	the	byte	values	in	the	sequence	B	'\	t	\	r	\	x0b	\	f'	(space,	tab,	new	line,	carriage	return,	vertical	tab,	form	feed).
Bytes.istitle	()	Ã	Â¶	ByteArray.istitle	()	Ã	Â¶	TRUE	Return	If	the	sequence	is	ascii,	title	and	the	sequence	is	not	empty,	false	otherwise.	See	Bytes.title	()	For	more	details	about	defining	â	̈¬	Å	TitleCaseÃ¢	â	̈¬.	For	example:	>>>	B’Hello	World'.istitle	()	True	>>>	B’Hello	World'.istitle	()	False	Bytes.Isupper	()	¶	ByteArray.isupper	()	¶	Returns	TRUE	if	there	is	at	least	One	uppercase	alphabetical	ASCII	character	in	the	sequence	and	there	are	no	lowercase	ASCII	characters,	on	the	contrary.	For
example:	>>>	B'Hello	world'.isupper	()	True	>>>	B'Hello	world'.isupper	()	ASCII	characters	in	false	minions	are	byte	values	in	the	B'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ	'.	The	ASCII	characters	in	Mayinsula	are	the	byte	values	in	the	sequence.	sequence.	BYTES.LOWER	()	Â¶	BYTEARRARY.LOWER	()	Remove	a	copy	of	the	sequence	with	all	uppercase	ASCII	characters	converted	to	their	corresponding	lower	case	counterpart.	For	example:	>>>	B’Hello	World'.Lower	()	The	lowercase	ASCII
characters	of	the	world	of	B’Hello	are	the	byte	values	in	the	sequence	b’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz	'.	The	lowercase	ASCII	characters	are	the	byte	values	in	the	sequence	b’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz	'.	Note	The	BYTEARRARY	version	of	this	method	does	not	work	instead:	it	always	produces	a	new	object,	even	if	no	changes	were	made.	BYTES.SPLITLINES	(KEETENDS	=	FALSE)	¶	BYTEARRARY.SPLITLINES	(KEETENDS	=	FALSE)	¶	Returns	a	list	of	the	lines	in	the	binary	sequence,
breaking	the	ASCII	line	boundaries.	This	method	uses	the	approach	of	the	new	universal	lines	to	divide	the	lines.	Line	outputs	are	not	included	in	the	resulting	list,	unless	it	is	given	and	is	true.	For	example:	>>>	B’AB	CDE	FG	\	RKL	\	R'.SPLITLINES	()	[B’AB	C	',	B'	',	B’de	FG',	B’KL	']	>>>	B’AB	CDE	FG	\	rkl	\	r'.splitlines	(METEENDS	=	True)	[B’AB	C	',	B'	',	B’DE	FG	\	R',	B’KL	\	R	']	Unlike	splitting	()	When	managing	a	SEP	delimiter	string,	this	method	returns	an	empty	list	for	the	empty	string,
and	a	break	in	the	terminal	line	does	not	produce	an	additional	line:	>>>	B	“”.	Split	(B	“	),	B	“Two	lines”	.split	(B	“	)	([B	“	],	[Lines	of	B’TWO	',	B'	'])	>>>	B	“”.	Splitlines	(),	B	“one	line”	.splitlines	()	([],	[B’ONE	LINE'])	bytes.swapcase	()	Â¶	Â¶	bytearray.swapcase	()	Â¶	Returns	a	copy	of	the	sequence	with	all	lowercase	ASCII	characters	converted	to	its	corresponding	upper	case	counterpart	and	vice	versa.	For	example:	>>>	b’hello	world'.swapcase	()	The	lowercase	ASCII	characters	of	the	world
of	B’Hello	are	the	byte	values	in	the	sequence	b’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz	'.	The	lowercase	ASCII	characters	are	the	byte	values	in	the	sequence	b’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz	'.	A	of	STR.SWAPCASE	(),	it	is	always	the	case	that	bin.swapcase	().	Swapcase	()	==	bin	for	binary	versions.	Case	conversions	are	symmetrical	in	ASCII,	although	this	is	usually	not	true	for	arbitrary	Unicode	code	points.	Note	the	the	Version	of	this	method	does	not	work	in	its	place	â	€	"It	always	produces	a	new
object,	even	if	no	changes	have	been	made.	bytes.title	()	Ã,	Â¶	bytearray.title	()	Ã,	Â¶	Returns	a	version	with	a	title	of	the	binary	sequence	where	the	words	start	with	an	Ascii	MayÃºCULAS	character	and	the	remaining	characters	are	mini-ecase.	The	unastened	byte	values	are	left	unmodified.	For	example:	>>	Bâ	€	™	Hello	World'.title	()	Bâ	€	™	HELL	WORLD	'ASCII	characters	in	minions	are	the	byte	values	in	sequence	Bâ	€	™	abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz'.	The	ASCII	characters	in	Mayinsula
are	the	byte	values	of	the	Bâ	€	™	ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ	'sequence.	All	the	other	values	of	bytes	are	without	the	housing.	The	algorithm	uses	a	simple	and	independent	definition	of	the	language	of	a	word	as	groups	of	consecutive	letters.	The	definition	works	in	many	contexts,	but	it	means	that	the	collections	in	contractions	and	possessive	form	words,	which	may	not	be	the	desired	result:	>>>	Bâ	»They	are	friends	by	Bill	of	the	United	Kingdom."	.Title	()	Bâ	»They	™	re	Billâ	€	™	s
FRIENDS	From	The	UK	»A	solution	for	the	aponstruals	can	be	built	using	regular	expressions:	>>>>	DEP	Tílecase	(s):	...	Return	Re.Sub	(RBÂ»	[A-ZA-Z]	+	('[A-Za-Z]	+)?	Â	»,	...	lambda	mo:	mo.group	(0)	[0:	1]	.UPPER	()	+	...	MO.GROUP	(0)	[1:	]	.lower	(),	...	s)	...	>>>	Titlecase	(Bâ	€	'are	friends	of	Billâ	».)	B»	They	are	friends	by	Bill.â	€	»Note	The	version	of	Bytearray	of	this	method	does	not	work	in	Its	place	â	€	"always	produces	a	new	object,	even	if	no	changes	have	been	made.	Bytes.Upper	()
Ã,	Â	¶	Bytearray.UPPER	()	Ã,	Â¶	Returns	a	copy	of	the	sequence	with	all	ASCII	minécula	characters	converted	to	its	corresponding	Mayiga	counterpart.	For	example:	>>	Bâ	€	™	HELL	WORLD'.UPPER	()	Bâ	€	™	Hello	World	'ASCII	Minutes	characters	are	the	byte	values	in	sequence	Bâ	€	™	ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'.	The	ASCII	characters	in	Mayinsula	are	the	byte	values	of	the	Bâ	€	™	ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ	'sequence.	Note	the	version	of	From	this	method	it	does	not
work	in	its	place,	â	€	it	always	produces	a	new	object,	even	if	no	changes	have	been	made.	bytes.zfill	(width)	Â¶	byteraray.zfill	(width)	Â¶	Â¶	a	copy	of	the	left	sequence	filled	with	ASCII	digits	b’0	to	make	a	sequence	of	width	length.	A	lead	signal	prefix	(b'+'/	b'-')	is	handled	by	inserting	the	fill	after	the	sign	character	instead	of	before.	For	bytes	objects,	the	original	sequence	is	returned	if	the	width	is	less	than	or	equal	to	len	(seq).	For	example:	âŸâ	narrow	b”42”.zfill	(5)	b’00	042'	âŸ‡‡‡¢n	title
b”-42”.zfill	(5)	b'-0042'	Note	The	bytearray	version	of	this	method	does	not	work	instead	–	it	always	produces	a	new	object,	even	if	no	changes	were	made.	Note	The	formatting	operations	described	here	display	a	variety	of	quirks	that	lead	to	several	common	errors	(such	as	not	showing	tuples	and	dictionaries	correctly).	If	the	value	to	be	printed	can	be	a	tuple	or	dictionary,	wrap	it	in	a	tuple.	Byte	objects	(bytes/bytearray)	have	a	unique	built-in	operation:	the	%	operator	(module).	This	is	also
known	as	the	byte	format	or	the	interpolation	operator.	Given	the	%	format	values	(where	the	format	is	a	bytes	object),	the	%	format	conversion	specifications	are	replaced	with	zero	or	more	value	elements.	The	effect	is	similar	to	the	use	of	sprintf	()	in	the	C	language.If	the	format	requires	only	one	argument,	the	values	can	be	a	single	unused	object.	5	Otherwise,	the	values	must	be	a	tuple	with	exactly	the	number	of	elements	specified	by	the	format	byte	object,	or	a	single	mapping	object	(e.g.,
a	dictionary).	A	conversion	specifier	contains	two	or	more	characters	and	has	the	following	components,	which	must	occur	in	this	order:	The	character	of	'%',	which	marks	the	start	of	the	specifier.	Mapping	key	(optional),	which	consists	of	a	sequence	of	parentheses	characters	(e.g.,	(some	denomination)).	Conversion	flags	(optional),	which	affect	the	result	of	some	conversion	types.	Minimum	field	width	(optional).	If	specified	as	a	'*'	(aster),	the	Real	is	read	from	the	next	Tuple	element	in	values,
and	the	object	to	convert	comes	after	the	minimum	width	of	the	field	and	the	optional	precision.	Precision	(optional),	given	as	(point)	followed	by	precision.	If	specified	as	'*'	(an	asterisk),	the	actual	precision	is	read	from	the	next	element	of	the	tuple	in	values,	and	the	value	to	be	converted	comes	after	the	precision.	Length	modifier	(optional).	Type	of	conversion.	When	the	correct	argument	is	a	dictionary	(or	other	type	of	mapping),	then	the	formats	in	the	bytes	object	must	include	a
parenthesised	mapping	key	in	that	dictionary	inserted	immediately	after	the	character	'%'.	The	mapping	key	selects	the	value	to	be	formatted	from	the	mapping.	For	example:	Ð1⁄2ÐμÐ”Ð	̧Ð”Ð	̧Ð1⁄2Ð	̧Ð1⁄2Ð	̧Ð1⁄2Ð	̧Ð1⁄4Ð°Ð1⁄2ÑČÐ	̧Ð1⁄4Ð1⁄2ÑČÐ1⁄2ÑČÐ1⁄4	(number)	Ñ	Ð	̧Ñ	ÐμÐ1⁄2Ð	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2Ð	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2Ð	̧Ð2Ð°Ð1⁄2Ð	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2ÑÐ	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2Ð1⁄2Ð1⁄2Ð1⁄2Ñ	Ñ	Ð1⁄2ÐμÐ”Ð	̧Ð2Ð°Ð1⁄2Ð	̧Ñ	ÐμÐ1⁄2Ð	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2Ð	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2Ð	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2Ñ	̧ÐμÐ1⁄2Ñ	̧Ð1⁄4Ð	̧Ð2Ð°.	2})	b’Python	has	002	types	of	appointments.'	In	this	case	*
specifiers	cannot	be	produced	in	a	format	(as	they	require	a	list	of	sequential	parameters).	The	characters	of	the	conversion	flag	are:	Flag	Meaning	'#'	The	value	conversion	will	use	the	“alternative	form”	(where	it	is	defined	below).	’0'	The	conversion	will	be	zero	padded	for	numeric	values.	'-	The	converted	value	is	left	adjusted	(overcomes	the	conversion	’0'	if	both	are	given).	'	'	(a	space)	A	blank	must	be	left	before	a	positive	number	(or	empty	string)	produced	by	a	signed	conversion.	'+'	A	sign
character	('+'	or	'-')	will	precede	the	conversion	(Overwrites	a	“space”	flag.	A	length	modifier	(h,	l,	or	L)	may	be	present,	but	is	ignored	as	it	is	not	required	for	Python	â	e.g.	%ld	is	identical	to	%d.	The	conversion	types	are:	Conversion	notes	’d'	Signed	decimal	integer.	“I'	Signed	decimal	integer.	“o”	Octal	value	signed.	(1)	’u'	Obsolete	type	â	is	identical	to	’d'.	(8)	’x'	Hexadecimal	signalling	(lower	house).	(2)	’X'	Hexadecimal	signalling	(percase).	(2)	’e'	Floating	point	exponential	format	(if
applicable).	(3)	’E'	Exponential	floating	point	format	(per	case).	(3)	’f'	Floating	decimal	point	format.	(3)	’F'	Floating	decimal	point	format.	(3)	Floating	point	format.	Use	the	exponential	format	of	mini-ecases	if	the	exponent	is	less	than	-4	or	not	less	than	the	precision,	the	decimal	format	in	another	way.	(4)	'G'	floating	floating	format.	Use	the	capitalized	exponential	format	if	the	exponent	is	less	than	-4	or	not	less	than	the	precision,	the	decimal	format	otherwise.	(4)	c	A	byte	(accepts	whole
objects	or	a	single	byte.)	b	Bytes	(any	object	that	follows	the	damping	protocol	or	has	bytes).	((5)	s	is	an	alias	for	b	and	should	only	be	used	for	Python2/3.	(6)	code	bases	to	Bytes	(converts	any	Python	object	using	repr	(obj).encode	(’ascii',’backslashreplace	(5)	r	r	is	an	alias	for	a	and	should	only	be	used	for	Python2/3	codebases.	(7)	'%'	No	argument	is	converted,	resulting	in	a	'%'	character	in	the	result.	Notes:	The	alternate	shape	causes	an	octal	(0o)	lead	specifier	to	be	inserted	before	the	first
digit.	The	alternative	form	causes	a	0x	or	0X	to	be	inserted	(depending	on	whether	the	x	or	X	format	was	used)	before	the	first	digit.	The	alternate	form	makes	the	result	always	contain	a	decimal	point,	even	if	there	are	no	digits	following	it.	The	precision	determines	the	number	of	digits	after	the	decimal	point	and	the	defects	to	6.	The	alternate	form	makes	the	result	always	contain	a	decimal	point,	and	the	zeros	that	follow	are	not	removed	as	otherwise.	Accuracy	determines	the	number	of
significant	digits	before	and	after	the	decimal	point	and	defects	to	6.	If	the	precision	is	N,	the	output	is	truncated	to	characters	N.	b'%s	is	deprecated,	but	will	not	be	removed	during	the	3.x	series.	b'%r	is	deprecated,	but	will	not	be	removed	during	the	3.x	series.	See	PEP	237.	Note	The	bytearray	version	of	this	method	does	not	work	instead	–	it	always	produces	a	new	object,	even	if	no	changes	were	made.	See	also	PEP	461	–	Adding	%	format	to	bytes	and	bytearray	memoryview	objects	allow
the	Python	code	to	access	the	internal	data	of	an	object	that	supports	the	buffer	protocol	without	copying.	class	memory	view	(object)	¶	Create	a	memory	view	that	references	object.	the	object	must	support	the	protocol	Built-in	objects	that	support	the	cushion	protocol	include	bytes	and	and	A	MemoryView	has	the	notion	of	an	element,	which	is	the	atomic	memory	unit	handled	by	the	original	object.	For	many	simple	types,	such	as	bytes	and	bytearrary,	an	element	is	a	single	byte,	but	other
types,	such	as	array.array,	can	have	larger	elements.	Len	(Vista)	is	equal	to	the	length	of	the	Tolista.	If	view.ndim	=	0,	the	length	is	1.	If	view.ndim	=	1,	the	length	is	equal	to	the	number	of	elements	in	the	view.	For	higher	dimensions,	the	length	is	equal	to	the	length	of	the	list	of	the	nested	view	list.	The	element	attribute	will	give	you	the	number	of	bytes	in	a	single	element.	A	MemoryView	admits	cut	and	indexation	to	expose	your	data.	The	one-dimensional	slice	will	result	in	a	subview:	>>>	v
=	MemoryView	(B'ABCEFG	')	>>>	V	[1]	98	>>>	V	[-1]	103	>>>	V	[1:	4]	>>>	Bytes	(V	[1:	4])	B'BCE	'If	the	format	is	one	of	the	native	format	specifiers	of	the	structure	module,	the	indexation	with	an	integer	or	a	tuple	of	integer	is	also	admitted	and	Returns	an	unique	element	with	the	correct	type.	The	one-dimensional	memory	visions	can	be	indexed	with	an	integer	or	a	tuple	of	an	integer.	The	multidimensional	memoirs	visions	can	be	indexed	with	entire	tupes	exactly	NDIM	where	NDIM	is	the
number	of	dimensions.	Dimensional	zero	memory	visions	can	be	indexed	with	empty	taple.	Here	is	an	example	with	a	non-byte	format:	>>>	Import	matrix	>>>	a	=	array.array	('L',	[-11111111,	22222222,	4444444])	>>>	m	=	Memoryview	(A)	>>>	M	[0]	-11111111	>>>	M	[-1]	44444444	>>>	M	[::	2]	.TOLIST	()	[-11111111,	-33333333]	If	the	underlying	object	is	writing,	the	MemoryView	supports	one	-	Assignment	of	dimensional	slice.	It	is	not	allowed	to	change	the	size:	>>>	data	=	byterary
(b'abcefg	')	>>>	v	=	MemoryView	(data)	>>>	V.Readonly	False	>>>	V	[0]	=	Ord	(B'Z	')	>>>	Data	Bytearray	(b'zbcefg')	>>>	V	[1:	4]	=	B'123	'>>>	Data	ByteraRary	(B'Z123FG')	>>>	V	[2:	3]	=	Traceback	(Last	Called	Recent):	file	"",	Line	1,	in	Valueerror:	MemoryView	Assignment:	LVALue	and	RVALue	have	different	structures	>>>	V	[2:	6]	=	=	oriented	towards	the	future	bytearray	(b’z1spam’)	Unidimensional	memory	views	of	hashable	types	(only	reading)	with	formats	â	sâ	‹,	â	sâ	‹	or	â	sâ	‹
câ	‹	are	also	hashables.	The	hash	is	defined	as	hash	(m)	==	hash	(m.tobytes	()):		v	=	memory	view	(b’abcefg')	/2005	hash	(v)	==	hash	(b’abcefg')	True	 عأ 	(v[2:4])	==	hash	(b’ce)	True	 رعأ 	(v[::-2])))	==	hash	(b’abcefg'[:-2])	True	Changed	in	Version	3.3:	Now	one-dimensional	memory	views	can	be	cut.	The	single-dimensional	memory	views	with	the	"B",	"B",	or	"B"	formats	are	now	heavier.	Changed	in	version	3.5:	memory	views	can	now	be	indexed	with	whole	tupla.	memoryview	has	several	methods:
__eq__	(exporter)	¶	A	memory	view	and	an	exporter	PEP	3118	are	equal	if	their	forms	are	equivalent	and	if	all	the	corresponding	values	are	equal	when	the	respective	format	codes	are	interpreted	using	the	syntax	of	the	structure.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	If	any	of	the	struct-like-minded-types	of	the	struct-like-minded	,	then	the	objects	will	always	be	compared	as	uneven	(even	if	the	format	strings	and	the	contents	of	the	buffer	are	identical):		from	ctypes	import
BigEndianStructure,	c_long	rogant	class	BEPoint	(BigEndianStructure):floating	point	numbers,	v	is	w	does	not	imply	v	==	w	for	memory	view	objects.	Changed	in	version	3.3:	The	previous	versions	compared	the	raw	memory	without	taking	into	account	the	element	format	and	the	structure	of	the	logical	array.	tobytes	(order=None)	¶	Return	theIn	the	büfer	as	a	Bytestore.	This	is	equivalent	to	calling	the	byte	constructor	at	the	MemoryView.	>>>	M	=	MemoryView	(B	"ABC")	>>>	M.Tobytes	()
B'ABC	'>>>	Bytes	(M)	B'ABC'	for	non-contiguous	matrices,	the	result	is	equal	to	the	representation	of	the	list	flattened	with	all	the	elements	converted	into	bytes.	Tobytes	()	Allows	all	the	format	chains,	including	those	that	are	not	in	the	syntax	of	the	structure	module.	NEW	IN	VERSION	3.8:	The	order	can	be	{Ã	¢	â,	¬	"",	Ã	¢	â,	¬	"",	Ã	¢	â,	¬	"Ã	¢	¬	'}}.	When	the	order	is"	""	or	",	data	from	the	original	matrix	becomes	C	or	order	Fortran.	For	contiguous	view	points,"	"",	returns	an	exact	copy	of
the	physical	memory.	In	particular,	the	order	of	FORTRAN	is	preserved	in	memory.	For	non-contiguous	points	of	view,	the	data	becomes	C	first.	Order	=	None	is	the	same	as	order	=	Ã	¢	â,	¬	"c	'.	Hex	([Sep	[,	bytes_per_sep]])	Ã,	Â¶	Return	a	chain	object	that	contains	two	hexadecimal	digits	for	each	byte	in	the	büfer.>	>>	M	=	MemoryView	(B	"ABC")	>>>	M.Hex	()	'616263'	changed	in	version	3.8:	similar	to	bytes.hex	(),	MemoryView.hex	()	is	now	compatible	with	the	optional	parameters	Sep
and	bytes_per_sep	to	insert	separators	between	bytes	in	hexagonal	production.	Tolist	()	Ã,	Â¶	Returns	the	data	in	the	büfer	as	a	list	of	elements.	>>>	MemoryView	(B'ABC	').	Tolist	()	[97	98,	99]	>>>	Import	matrix	>>>	A	=	array.array	('D',	[1.1,	2.2,	3.3])	>>>	m	=	Memoryview	(A)	>>>	M.TOLIST	()	[1.1	,	2.2,	3.3]	changed	in	version	3.3:	Tolist	()	is	now	compatible	with	all	the	native	formats	of	a	single	carrot	in	the	syntax	of	the	structure	module,	as	well	as	multidimensional	representations.
Toreadonly	()	Ã,	Â¶	Returns	a	Readonly	version	of	the	MemoryView	object.	The	object	of	M	EMORYVIEW	Original	does	not	change.	>>>	m	=	MemoryView	(Byterary	(B'ABC	'))	>>>	mm	=	m.toreAdonly	()	>>>	mm.tolist	()	[89,	98,	99]	>>>	mm	[0]	=	42	traceback	(Lastly	called	more	recent):	file	"",	1,	in	≥módulo	PHP	TypeError:	Can	not	modify	the	memory	of	only	reading	99 	,	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 عم 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 عم 	 special	take	objects	Many	object.	MemoryView	the	by	exposed	tampon	underlying	the	Drop	Â¶	()	FREEness	[عمأ
actions	when	a	view	is	held	in(e.g.,	a	bytearray	would	temporarily	prohibit	the	change	in	size);	therefore,	calling	a	release()	is	useful	to	remove	these	restrictions	(and	release	any	hanging	resource)	as	soon	as	possible.	After	this	method	has	been	called,	any	further	operation	on	the	view	raises	a	ValueError	(except	release()	itself	which	can	be	called	multiple	times):	 عمأ 	(b'abc')	م	(release()	ع	م	م	م	م	أ	أ	أ	م	م	m[0]	Traceback	(most	recent	call	last):	File	"	visstdin	literal",	line	1,	in	≤module	oral	ValueError:
operation	forbidden	on	released	memoryview	object	The	context	management	protocol	can	be	used	for	a	similar	effect,	using	the	with	statement:	offset	tax	on	consumer	memoryview(b'abc')	as	m:	...	m[0]	...	97		m[0]	Traceback	(most	recent	call	last):	File	"	visstdin	literal",	line	1,	in	module	consumer	ValueError:	operation	forbidden	on	released	memoryview	object	cast(format[,	shape])Â¶	Cast	a	memoryview	to	a	new	format	or	shape.	shape	defaults	to	[byte_length///new_itemsize],	which	means
that	the	result	view	will	be	one-dimensional.	The	return	value	is	a	new	memory	view,	but	the	buffer	itself	is	not	copied.	The	supported	moulds	are	1D	-	C-contiguous	and	C-contiguous	-	1D.	The	target	format	is	restricted	to	a	single	element	native	format	in	the	structure	syntax.	One	of	the	formats	should	be	a	bytes	format	(â‹Bâ‹,	‹‹‹‹bâ›	or	‹câ›).	The	length	in	bytes	of	the	result	must	be	the	same	as	the	original	length.	Cast	1D/long	to	1D/unsigned	bytes:	plan	to	purify	the	order	of	the	order	of	the
order	of	the	order	of	the	child,	[1,2,3])	,	or	the	same,	or	the	other,	or	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	other,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	other,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the
same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	the	same,	Traceback	(most	recent	call	last):	File	"	visstdin	literal",	line	1,	in	≤module	expectations	ValueError:	memoryview:	invalid	value	for	format	"B"		and	=	x.cast('c')		and	([0]	=	b'a'	أ/B	bytearray(b'ayz')	Cast	1D/bytes	to	3D/ints	to	1D/>>>	import
struct	>>>	buf	=	struct.pack("i"*12,	*list(range(12)))	>>>	>>>	=	MemoryView	(BUF)	>>>	y	=	x.cast	(’i',	shape	=	[2,2,3])	>>>	y.tolist	()	[[[0,	1,	2],	[3,	4	,	5]],	[[6,	7,	8],	[9,	10,	11]]]]	>>	y.Format	’I'	>>>	y.itemsize	4	>>>	LEN	(Y)	2	>>>	y.nbytes	48	>>>	z	=	y.cast	(’b')	>>	z.format	’b'	>>>	z.itemsize	1	>>>	len	(z)	48	>>>	z.nbytes	48	Cast	1D	/	unsigned	long	to	2D	/	unsigned	long	>>>	buf	=	struct.pack	(“l”	*	6,	*	List	(range	(6)))	>>>	x	=	MemoryView	(BUF)	>>>	y	=	x.cast	(’L',	shape	=
[2,3])	>>>	len	(y)	2	>>>	y.nbytes	48	>>>	y.tolist	()	[[0,	1,	2],	[3,	4,	5]]	Changed	in	verse	3.5:	The	source	format	is	no	longer	restricted	when	running	into	a	byte	view.	There	are	also	several	readonal	attributes	available:	objÃ¢¶	The	underlying	object	of	the	MemoryView	view:	>>>	B	=	BYTEARRARY	(B’XYZ')	M	=	MemoryView	(B)	>>>	M.OBJ	is	B	True	NBYTES	Â¶	NBYTES	==	product	(shape)	*	itemsize	==	len	(m.tobytes	()).	This	is	the	amount	of	byte	space	that	the	array	would	use	in	a
contiguous	representation.	Not	necessarily	equal	to	LEN	(M):	>>>	import	matrix	>>>	A	=	Array.Array	(’I',	[1,2,3,4])	>>>	M	=	MemoryView	(A)	>>>	len	(m)	5	>>>	m.nbytes	20	>>>	y	=	m	[::	2]	>>>	len	(y)	3	>>>	y.nbytes	12	>>>	len	(y.tobytes	())	12	multidimensional	arrays:	>>>	import	structure	>>>	buf	=	struct.pack	(“d”	*	12,	*	[1.5	*	x	for	x	in	range	(12)	])	>>>	x	=	MemoryView	(BUF)	>>>	y	=	x.cast	(’d',	shape	=	[3,4])	>>	y.tolist	()	[	[0.0,	1.5,	3.0,	4.5],	[6.0,	7.5,	9.0,	10.5]	,	[12.0,	13.5,
15.0,	16.5]]]	>>>	len	(y)	3	>>>	y.nbytes	96	ReadonlyÃ¢Â¶	A	BOOL	which	indicates	if	memory	is	memory	only.	Format	¶	A	string	containing	the	format	(Struct	Module	style)	for	each	element	in	the	view.	You	can	create	a	MemoryView	from	exporters	with	arbitrary	format	strings,	but	some	methods	(e.g.,	tolist	())	are	restricted	to	native	single-element	formats.	Changed	in	version	3.3:	Format	’B'	is	now	handled	according	to	the	syntax	of	the	structure	module.	This	means	that	(B'ABC	')	[0]	==
B'ABC'	[0]	==	97.	DISCLOSURESSING	'S	TAMAÑO	en	BYTES	DECADE	MEMORY	OF	MEMORY	DE	MEMORIA:	 ةيبرعأ 	matrix	of	import,	structure	 عم 	 عمامأ 	=	MemoryView	(Array.Array	('H',	[32000,	32001,	32001,	32001,,	entitled	M	m.	True	Ndimâ¶	An	integer	indicates	how	many	dimensions	of	a	multidimensional	array	represents	the	memory.	Form	*	A	tuple	of	integers	The	length	of	NDIM	giving	the	form	of	memory	as	an	N-dimensional	array.	Change	in	version	3.3:	A	vacuum	tuble	instead	of	none	when
ndim	=	0.	strides	¶	a	tuple	of	integers	the	length	of	ndim	giving	the	size	of	the	bytes	to	access	each	element	for	each	dimension	of	the	matrix.	Change	in	version	3.3:	A	vacuum	tuble	instead	of	none	when	ndim	=	0.	Suboffsets	¶	used	internally	for	pil	style	arrays.	The	value	is	only	informative.	C_Contiguoâ¶	A	BOOL	that	indicates	whether	the	memory	is	contiguous.	F_Contiguousâ¶	A	BOOL	that	indicates	whether	the	memory	is	contiguous	from	FORTRAN.	Contiguous	¶	A	BOOL	that	indicates
whether	the	memory	is	contiguous.	A	set	object	is	a	collection	without	order	of	different	folding	objects.	Common	uses	include	membership	tests,	elimination	of	duplicates	from	a	sequence,	and	information	mathematical	operations	such	as	intersection,	union,	difference	and	symmetric	difference.	(For	other	containers	see	the	incorporated	dict,	list	and	tube	classes,	and	the	collections	module.)	Like	other	collections,	it	establishes	X	Support	in	Set,	Len	(Set),	and	for	X	as	a	whole.	Being	a	non-
ordered	collection,	the	sets	do	not	record	the	position	of	the	element	or	the	order	of	insertion.	Consequently,	the	sets	do	not	support	the	indexation,	the	cut	or	other	behavior	similar	to	the	sequence.	Currently	there	are	two	built-in	set	types,	set	and	frozen.	The	type	of	set	is	mutable	â	€	"the	content	can	be	changed	using	methods	as	Add	()	and	remove	().	Since	it	is	mutable,	it	has	no	Hash	value	and	can	not	be	used	as	a	dictionary	key	or	as	an	element	of	another	set.	The	freezer	type	is	immutable
and	is	feasible;	Its	content	can	not	be	altered	after	it	is	created;	Therefore,	it	can	be	used	as	a	dictionary	key	or	as	an	element	of	another	set.	I	know	Create	non-vacuum	sets	(not	frozen)	by	placing	a	separate	list	by	elements	elements	Braces,	for	example:	{’jack',	’sjoerd'},	in	addition	to	the	set	builder.	The	constructors	for	both	classes	work	the	same:	set	class	([iterable])	¶	freezeset	class	([iterable])	¶	Returns	a	new	set	or	frozen	object	whose	elements	are	taken	from	iterable.	The	elements	of	a
set	must	be	hastened.	To	represent	sets	of	sets,	the	inner	sets	must	be	frozen	objects.	If	not	specified,	a	new	empty	set	is	returned.	Sets	can	be	created	in	several	ways:	Use	a	separate	list	of	elements	in	the	commands:	{’jack',	’sjoerd'}	Use	a	set	understanding:	{c	for	c	in	’abracadabra’bra	if	c	not	in	’abc'}	Use	the	constructor	type:	set	(),	set	(’foobar'),	set	([’a',	’b',	’fo	o'])	Set	and	frozen	set	installations	provide	the	following	operations:	len	(s)	Returns	the	number	of	elements	in	set	s	(cardiality	of
s).	x	in	s	Test	x	for	membership	in	s.	x	not	in	s	Test	x	for	non-members	in	s.	isdisjoint	(other)	Â¶	Return	True	if	the	set	has	no	common	elements	with	others.	Sets	are	decomposed	if	and	only	if	their	intersection	is	the	empty	set.	issubset	(other)	Â¶	set	×=	other	Test	whether	every	element	in	the	set	is	in	other.	set	Test	if	the	set	is	a	suitable	subset	of	another,	i.e.	set	0	=	other	and	set	!=	other.	issuperset	(other)	Â¶	set	>=	other	Test	if	each	element	in	the	other	is	in	the	set.	set	>	other	Test	if	the
set	is	a	suitable	superset	of	another,	i.e.,	set	>=	other	and	set	!=	other.	union	(*others)	Â¶	set	Â¦	Returns	a	new	set	with	elements	of	the	set	and	all	the	others.	intersection	(*others)	Â¶	set	&	...	Returns	a	new	set	with	elements	common	to	the	set	and	all	others.	difference	(*other)	Â¶	set	–	other	–	...	Returns	a	new	set	with	elements	in	the	set	that	are	not	in	the	others.	symmetric_difference	(other)	Â¶	set	^	other	Return	a	new	set	with	elements	in	either	the	set	or	other	Not	Both	Copy	()	Â¶	Returns
a	shallow	copy	of	the	set.	Note,	the	non-operating	versions	of	Union	(),	Intersection	(),	difference	(),	SimÃ	©	Trica_Difference	(),	ISSUBSET	(),	and	Y	Mé	all	will	accept	any	iterable	as	an	argument.	In	contrast,	its	operator-based	counterparts	require	their	arguments	to	be	set.	This	excludes	constructions	prone	to	errors	such	as	SET	('ABC)	&	CBS	in	favor	of	the	most	readable	set	('	ABC	').	Intersection	('	CBS	set	of	set	and	frozen	support	to	set	comparisons.	Two	sets	are	equal	if	Y	Only	if	each
element	of	each	set	is	contained	in	the	other	(each	is	a	subset	of	the	other).	A	set	is	less	than	another	set	if	and	only	if	the	first	set	is	an	adequate	subset	of	the	second	set	(it	is	a	subset,	but	it	is	a	subset,	but	It	is	not	the	same).	A	set	is	greater	than	another	set	if	and	only	if	the	first	set	is	a	suitable	superset	of	the	second	set	(it	is	a	superset,	but	it	is	not	the	same).	The	set	instances	are	compared	with	freezing	cases	based	on	its	members.	For	example,	Set	('ABC)	==	FreezEset	('	ABC)	returns	true
and	also	establishes	('ABC)	as	a	whole	([Frozenset	('	ABC.)]	Comparisons	of	subset	and	equality	is	not	generalized	to	A	total	order	function.	For	example,	any	two	sets	decomunze	No	vacuums	are	not	equal	and	are	not	subsets	between	SÃ,	so	all	the	following	false	returns:	A	obtained,	A	==	B,	or	a	title.	Since	the	sets	only	define	the	partial	order	(relations	of	subset,)	the	output	of	the	list.	Mix	Instances	of	set	with	freezer	Return	the	type	of	first	operand.	For	example:	Freezeset	('AB)	Tencing	Set	('
BC)	Returns	a	freezing	case.	The	following	lists	of	operating	tables	available	for	the	set	that	do	not	apply	to	cases	Immigable	freezing:	Update	(*	others)	Â¶	Set	Silence	=	Other	...	Update	the	set,	add	elements	of	all	others.	intersection_update	(others)	Â¶	Set	&	gt;	=	other	&	gt;	...	the	set,	keeping	only	the	elements	found	in	it	and	all	the	others.	difference_update(*others)¶	set	-=	other	¦	update	the	set,	eliminating	elements	found	in	others.	symmetric_difference_update(other)¶	set	^=	other
update	the	set,	keeping	only	elements	found	in	either	set,	set,not	both.	add	(elem)	¶	Add	elem	element	to	the	set.	Remove	the	elema	from	the	element	of	the	set.	Raises	KeyError	if	elem	is	not	contained	in	the	set.	discard	(elem)	Â¶	Remove	the	electric	from	the	set	if	it	is	present.	pop	()	Â¶	Remove	and	return	an	arbitrary	element	from	the	set.	Raises	KeyError	if	the	set	is	empty.	clear	()	Â¶	Remove	all	items	from	the	set.	Note,	non-operating	versions	of	the	update	(),	intersection_update	(),
difference_update	(),	and	simetric_difference_update	()	methods	will	accept	any	iterable	as	argument.	Note,	the	elem	argument	to	__contains_	(),	remove	(),	and	discard	()	methods	can	be	a	set.	To	support	the	search	for	an	equivalent	freeze,	a	temp	of	elem	is	created.	A	map	of	objects	mapping	rushing	values	to	arbitrary	objects.	Models	are	mutable	objects.	Currently	there	is	only	one	standard	type	of	cartography,	the	dictionary.	(For	other	containers	see	the	built-in	list,	the	set	and	tuple	classes,
and	the	collections	module.)	The	keys	to	a	dictionary	are	almost	arbitrary	values.	Values	that	are	not	feasible,	i.e.	values	that	contain	lists,	dictionaries	or	other	mutable	types	(which	are	compared	by	value	rather	than	by	object	identity)	cannot	be	used	as	keys.	The	numerical	types	used	for	the	keys	obey	the	normal	rules	for	numerical	comparison:	if	two	numbers	match	the	same	(such	as	1	and	1.0)	then	they	can	be	used	interchangeably	to	index	the	same	dictionary	entry.	(Note,	however,	that
since	computers	store	floating	point	numbers	as	approximations	it	is	usually	not	prudent	to	use	them	as	dictionary	keys.)	Dictionaries	can	be	created	by	placing	a	comma-separated	list:	value	pairs	inside	the	brakes,	for	example:	{’jack':	4098,	’sjoerd':	4127}	or	{4098:	’jack',	4127:	’sjoerd'},	or	by	the	class	dict	constructor	(**kwargs)	Â¶	dict	(mapping,	**kwargs)	class	dict	(iterable,	**kwargs)	Returns	a	new	initialized	dictionary	of	an	optional	positional	argument	and	a	possibly	empty	set	of
keyword	arguments.	Dictionaries	can	be	created	in	several	ways:	Use	a	Key	list:	value	pairs	within	brakes:	{'jack':	4098,	'sjoerd':	4127}	or	{4098:	'jack',	4127:	'sjoerd'}	Use	an	understanding	of	dit:	{},	{x:	x	**2	for	x	in	range(10)}	Use	the	builder	type:	dit(),	dit([('foo',	100),	('bar',	200)]),	dit(foo=100,	bar=200)	If	no	positional	argument	is	given,	an	empty	dictionary	is	created.	If	a	positional	argument	is	given	and	is	a	mapping	object,	a	dictionary	is	created	with	the	same	key	value	pairs	as	the
mapping	object.	Otherwise,	the	positional	argument	must	be	an	iterable	object.	Each	element	in	the	iterable	must	in	itself	be	an	iterable	with	exactly	two	objects.	The	first	object	of	each	article	becomes	key	to	the	new	dictionary,	and	the	second	object	the	corresponding	value.	If	a	key	occurs	more	than	once,	the	last	value	for	that	key	becomes	the	corresponding	value	in	the	new	dictionary.	If	keyword	arguments	are	given,	keyword	arguments	and	their	values	are	added	to	the	dictionary	created
from	the	positional	argument.	If	a	key	added	is	already	present,	the	value	of	the	keyword	argument	replaces	the	value	of	the	positional	argument.	In	order	to	illustrate,	the	following	examples	all	return	a	dictionary	equal	to	{"one":	1,	"two":	2,	"three":	3}:	Ã±otitle	=	dict(one=1,	dos=2,	three=3)	нелених:	1,	'two':	2,	'three':	3'	}	Otherwise,	the	valid	keys	can	be	used.	These	are	the	operations	that	the	dictionaries	support	(and	therefore,	the	custom	mapping	types	should	support	also):	list(d)
Returns	a	list	of	all	keys	used	in	the	dictionary	d.	len(d)	Return	the	number	of	items	in	the	d[key]	dictionary	Return	the	key-key	element	d.	Pick	up	a	KeyError	if	the	key	is	not	on	the	map.	If	a	dict	subclassA	method	of	all	__missing	__	()	and	key	is	not	present,	the	operation	d	[key]	calls	that	method	with	the	key	key	as	an	argument.	The	operation	d	[key]	then	returns	or	raises	what	is	returned	or	raised	by	the	call	__missing	__	(Key).	No	other	operation	or	methods	invoke	__missing	__	().	If	__missing
__	()	is	not	defined,	Keyerror	gets	up.	__missing	__	()	must	be	a	method;	It	can	not	be	an	instance	variable:	Class	Counter	(DICT):	...	def	__missing	__	(Self,	Key):	...	Back	0	Â	©	with	Contacts	=	Counter	()	C	['Red']	0	ÂšÂ	‰	TEMPO	C	['RED']	+	=	1	Ð½ÐμÐ	»Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ð»	Ð¸	C	['NETWORK']	1	The	previous	example	shows	part	of	the	implementation	of	collections.	Accountant.	A	different	method	__missing__	is	used	by	collections.DefaultDict.	d	[Key]	=	value	Set	d	[key]	at	value.	Del	[Key]	Remove	D
[Key]	d.	Raise	a	Keyerror	if	the	key	is	not	on	the	map.	Key	in	D	Return	True	If	D	has	a	key	key,	if	not	false.	Key	not	in	D	equivalent	to	non-key	in	d.	ITER	(D)	Returns	an	iterator	on	the	dictionary	keys.	This	is	a	shortcut	for	aniter	(d.keys	()).	CLEAR	()	Â¶	Remove	all	elements	of	the	dictionary.	Copy	()	Â¶	Returns	a	shallow	copy	of	the	dictionary.	Classmethod	fromkeys	(iterable	[,	value])	Â¶	Create	a	new	dictionary	with	iterable	keys	and	values	fixed	values.	dekeys	()	is	a	kind	of	class	that	returns	a
new	dictionary.	Default	value	to	none.	All	values	refer	to	a	single	instance,	so	it	usually	does	not	make	sense	that	the	value	is	a	mutable	object	as	an	empty	list.	To	obtain	different	values,	use	a	comprehension	of	the	dict	in	place.	Get	(Key	[,	Default])	Â¶	Returns	the	value	for	the	key	if	the	key	is	in	the	dictionary,	if	it	is	not	default.	If	it	is	not	given	by	default,	it	is	opposed	to	none,	so	that	this	method	never	raises	a	keyerror.	items	()	Â¶	Return	a	new	view	of	the	elements	of	the	dictionary	((Key,
Value)	pairs).	See	the	documentation	of	the	Vista	objects.	Keys	()	Â¶	Returns	a	new	view	of	the	keys	See	the	documentation	of	view	objects.	pop	(key[,	default])	Â¶	If	the	key	is	in	the	dictionary,	remove	it	and	return	its	value,	otherwise	it	returns	the	default	value.	If	the	defect	does	not	occur	key	is	not	in	the	dictionary,	a	KeyError	is	raised.	popitem	()	Â¶	Remove	and	return	a	pair	(key,	value)	from	the	dictionary.	Pairs	are	returned	in	LIFO	order.	popitem	()	is	useful	to	iterate	destructively	in	a
dictionary,	as	is	often	used	in	set	algorithms.	If	the	dictionary	is	empty,	calling	the	popitem	()	raises	a	KeyError.	Change	in	version	3.7:	The	LIFO	order	is	guaranteed.	In	earlier	versions,	popitem	()	would	return	an	arbitrary	key/value	pair.	inverse	d)	Returns	a	reverse	iterator	over	dictionary	keys.	This	is	a	shortcut	to	inverse	(d.keys	()).	setdefault	(key[,	default])	If	the	key	is	in	the	dictionary,	it	returns	its	value.	If	not,	insert	the	key	with	a	default	and	return	value.	default	to	None.	update	([other])
Â¶	Update	the	dictionary	with	key/value	pairs	of	other	existing	keys	overwrite.	Back	None.	update	()	accepts	another	dictionary	object	or	a	key/value	pair	iterable	(such	as	tuples	or	other	iterables	of	length	two).	If	the	keyword	arguments	are	specified,	the	dictionary	is	updated	with	these	key/value	pairs:	d.update	(red=1,	blue=2).	values	()	Â¶	Returns	a	new	view	of	the	dictionary	values.	See	the	documentation	of	the	view	objects.	A	comparison	of	the	equality	between	an	opinion	dict.values	()
and	another	will	always	return	False.	This	also	applies	when	comparing	dict.values	()	to	itself:	Trusting	d	=	{’a':	1}	Trusting	d.values	()	==	d.values	()	False	d	â	Others	Create	a	new	dictionary	with	the	merged	keys	and	the	values	of	d	and	others,	which	should	be	dictionaries.	The	values	of	others	take	precedence	when	d	and	other	action	keys.	d	TEN=	others	Update	the	d	dictionary	with	keys	and	values	of	others,	which	can	be	either	an	assignment	or	an	iterable	of	key/value	pairs.	The	values	of
others	take	precedence	when	d	and	other	action	keys.	Dictionaries	are	compared	equally	if	and	If	they	have	the	same	pairs	(Key,	value)	(regardless	of	the	order).	Order	comparisons	(â	€	~	ignorâ	€	™	â	€	™,	â	€	~	ignorant	=	â	€	™,	â	€	~	knownâ	€	™)	raise	Typerror.	Dictionaries	preserve	the	order	of	insertion.	Note	that	A	key	does	not	affect	the	order.	The	added	keys	after	the	suppression	are	inserted	at	the	end.	>>	D	=	{Â	«oneÂ»:	1,	Â	«two»:	2,	«Threeâ	€»:	3,	Â	«Four»:	4}	>>	d	{â	€	™	one	':
1,	â	€	™	two'	:	2,	â	€	™	three	':	3,	â	€	™	four':	4}	>>	List	(d)	[â	€	™	one	',	â	€	™	two',	â	€	™	three	',	â	€	™	four']	>>	List	(D.Valors	())	[1,	2,	3,	4]	>>	D	[Â	«OneÂ»]	=	42	>>	D	{â	€	™	One	':	42,	â	€	™	Two':	2,	â	€	™	three	':	3,	â	€	™	Four':	4}	>>	of	d	[Â	«TWO»]	>>	D	[«TWOÂ»]	=	None	>>>	D	{â	€	™	One	':	42,	â	€	™	three	':	3,	â	€	™	Four':	4,	â	€	™	two	':	None}	changed	in	version	3.7:	The	order	of	the	dictionary	is	guaranteed	to	be	an	insert	order.	This	behavior	was	an	implementation	detail	of
CPYTHON	from	3.6.	Dictionaries	and	dictionary	views	are	reversible.	>>	D	=	{Â	«OneÂ»:	1,	Â	«DOSÂ»:	2,	Â	«Tresâ»:	3,	Â	«Four»:	4}	>>	d	{â	€	™	One	':	1,	â	€	™	two'	:	2,	â	€	™	three	':	3,	â	€	™	four':	4}	>>	list	(inverted	(d))	[â	€	™	four	',	â	€	™	three',	â	€	™	two	',	â	€	™	one	']	>>	list	(inverted	(d.values	())	[4,	3,	2,	1]	>>	list	(inverted	(d.items	())	[(â	€	™	Four',	4),	(	â	€	™	three	',	3),	(â	€	™	two',	2),	(â	€	™	one	',	1)]	changed	in	version	3.8:	Dictionaries	are	now	reversible.	The	objects	returned	by
dict.keys	(),	dict.values	()	and	dict.Items	()	are	objects	of	view.	They	provide	a	dynamic	view	of	dictionary	entries,	which	means	that	when	the	dictionary	changes,	the	view	reflects	those	changes.	The	views	of	the	dictionary	can	be	iterate	to	obtain	their	respective	data	and	support	membership	tests:	LEN	(DICTVIEW)	returns	the	number	of	entries	in	the	dictionary.	ITER	(DICTVIEW)	Returns	an	iterator	about	the	keys,	values	or	elements	(represented	as	tuples	of	(key,	value))	in	the	dictionary.
The	keys	and	values	were	it	in	insert	order.	This	allows	the	creation	of	pairs	(value,	key)	using	zip	():	pairs	=	zip	(d.values	(),	d.keys	()).	Another	way	to	create	the	same	list	is	pairs	=	[(V,	K)	for	(K,	V)	in	D.Items	()].	Iterate	Views	While	adding	or	eliminating	entries	in	the	dictionary	can	generate	a	runtimeerror	or	not	iterate	all	entries.	Changed	in	LA	3.7:	It	is	guaranteed	that	the	order	of	the	dictionary	is	the	order	of	insertion.	X	In	DICTVIEW	Return	True	if	X	is	in	the	keys,	values	or	Items	of	the
underlying	dictionary	(in	the	Case,	X	must	be	a	(Key,	Value)	Tuple.)	Inverted	(DICTVIEW)	Returns	an	inverse	iterator	on	the	dictionary	keys,	values	or	elements.	The	view	will	be	held	in	reverse	order	of	the	insertion.	Modified	in	version	3.8:	The	opinions	of	the	dictionary	are	now	reversible.	DITVIEW	Cartography	Returns	a	guy.	MappingProxy	Type	that	envelops	the	original	dictionary	to	which	the	view	refers.	The	views	of	the	keys	are	similar,	since	their	entrances	are	unique	and	feasible.	If	all
the	values	are	problematic,	so	the	pairs	(Key,	value)	are	unique	and	feasible,	then	the	view	of	the	elements	is	also	similar	to	the	whole.	(The	opinions	of	the	values	are	not	treated	as	a	whole,	since	the	inputs	are	usually	not	only.)	For	similar	points,	all	the	operations	defined	for	the	abstract	collections	of	base	class	.ABC.set	are	available	(by	Example,	==,	iteration	Âš	â	‰	¥	Confidence	in	which	no	=	0	Ð½ÐμÐ	»Ð¸Ð½Ð¸	for	val	in	values:	...	n	+	=	valtulot	tutule	title	(n)	504	#	keys	and	values	are
iterated	over	in	the	same	order	(insertion	order)	confessed	List	(Keys)	[Eggs,	Sausage,	Bacon,	Spam]	confessed	(values)	[2,	1,	1,	500]	confessed	#	Vista	objects	are	dynamic	and	reflect	changes	in	dict	âš	‰	¥	of	dishes	['EGGS]	Trust	the	dishes	['	Sausage]	Trite	on	the	list	(Keys)	[Bacon,	Spam]	#	Set	Operations>	Keys,	Bacon,	Key	salad	^	{Sausage,	Juice}	{Juice,	Sausage,	Bacon,	Spam}	#	Return	a	single	proxy	for	the	original	dictionary	#	values.Mapping	MappingProxy	({'Eggs:	2,	Sausage:	1,
Bacon:	1,	spam:	500})	Trust	values.Mapping	['	spam]	500	python	with	declaration	supports	the	concept	of	a	context	of	execution	time	defined	by	a	manager	with	text.	This	is	implemented	using	a	couple	of	methods	that	allow	classes	defined	by	the	define	a	context	of	execution	time	that	is	introduced	before	the	declaration	body	is	executed	and	exits	when	the	statement	ends:	contextmanager._enter__()¶	Enter	the	execution	time	context	and	return	thisor	other	object	related	to	the	execution	time
context.	The	value	returned	by	this	method	is	obliged	to	the	identifier	in	the	clause	of	the	Citation	with	the	declarations	using	this	context	administrator.	An	example	of	a	context	manager	that	is	returned	is	a	file	object.	The	file	objects	are	returned	from	__Enter	__	()	to	allow	Open	()	to	be	used	as	a	contextual	expression	in	a	declaration.	An	example	of	a	context	manager	that	returns	a	related	object	is	returned	by	decimal.LocalContext	().	These	administrators	establish	the	active	decimal	context
to	a	copy	of	the	original	decimal	context	and	then	return	the	copy.	This	allows	changes	in	the	current	decimal	context	in	the	body	of	the	declaration	without	affecting	the	code	outside	the	declaration.	ContextManager	.__	EXIT	__	(EXC_TYPE,	EXC_VAL,	EXC_TB)	Â¶	Exit	The	Runtime	Context	and	Return	to	Boolean	Flag	Indicating	IF	Any	Exception	That	Occurred	Should	Be	Abolished.	If	an	exception	occurred	when	executing	the	body	of	the	declaration,	the	arguments	contain	the	type	of	exception,
the	value	and	the	trace	information.	Otherwise,	the	three	arguments	are	none.	The	return	of	a	true	value	of	this	method	will	make	the	declaration	with	which	the	exception	is	declared	and	continues	the	execution	with	the	declaration	immediately	after	the	declaration.	Otherwise,	the	exception	continues	to	spread	after	that	this	method	has	finished	executing.	The	exceptions	that	occur	during	the	execution	of	this	method	will	replace	any	exception	that	has	occurred	in	the	body	of	the	declaration.
The	approved	exception	should	never	be	re-evaluated	explicitly	-	instead,	this	method	must	return	a	false	value	to	indicate	that	the	entire	method	completed	with	success	and	does	not	want	to	delete	the	elevated	exception.	This	allows	the	context	management	code	to	easily	detect	if	an	entire	__exit	__	()	has	failed.	Python	defines	several	context	to	support	easy	thread	synchronization,	quick	closing	of	files	or	other	objects,	and	simpler	manipulation	of	active	decimal	arithmetic	Specific	types	are
not	specially	discussed	by	its	implementation	of	the	Context	Management	Protocol.	See	the	contextlib	module	for	some	examples.	Python	generators	and	the	contextlib.contextManager	decorator	provide	a	convenient	way	to	implement	these	protocols.	If	a	generator	function	is	decorated	with	the	contextolib.ContextManager	Decorator,	it	will	return	a	context	administrator	that	implements	the	necessary	methods	__ents	__	()	and	__exit	__	(),	instead	of	the	iterator	produced	by	a	non-decorated
generating	function.	Note	that	there	is	no	specific	slot	for	any	of	these	methods	in	the	type	structure	for	Python	objects	in	the	Python	/	C	API.	The	types	of	extension	that	you	want	to	define	these	methods	should	provide	them	as	a	mÃ	©	All	of	normal	accessible	access	of	Python.	In	comparison	with	the	overload	of	the	execution	context	configuration,	the	overload	of	a	single-class	dictionary	search	is	insignificant.	The	built-in	types	of	the	nucleus	for	type	annotations	are	alias	and	genetic	unions.
General	objects	are	created	by	subscribing	a	class	(usually	a	container),	such	as	the	[int]	list.	They	are	intended	primarily	for	type	annotations.	Usually,	the	subscription	of	container	objects	calls	the	entire	__geTitEm	__	()	of	the	object.	However,	the	subscription	of	some	classes	of	containers	can	call	the	classTethod	__class_getitem	__	()	of	the	class.	The	classTethod	__class_Gititem	__	()	must	return	a	gender	object.	Note	If	the	__getitEm	__	()	of	the	MetaClase	of	the	class	is	present,	it	will	be
priority	about	the	__Class_GititEm	__	()	defined	in	the	class	(see	PEP	560	for	more	details).	The	Genicalinias	object	act	as	a	proxy	for	generic	types,	implementing	parameterized	generic:	a	specific	instance	of	a	gender	that	provides	the	types	of	container	elements.	The	type	exposed	to	the	user	can	be	accessed	Genicalias	object	from	types.genericalias	and	is	used	for	IsInStance	()	controls.	It	can	also	be	used	to	create	generic	objects	directly.	T	[x,	and,	...]	creates	a	generalization	that	represents	a
type	T	that	contains	contains	of	X	types,	and,	and	more	depending	on	the	T	used.	For	example,	a	function	that	awaits	a	list	that	contains	floating	elements:	DEF	average	(values:	list	[float])	-	floating	trust:	Return	Sum	(values)	/	LEN	(values)	Another	example	to	map	objects,	using	a	dict,	which	is	A	generous	type	that	waits	for	two	type	parameters	that	represent	the	key	type	and	the	type	of	value.	In	this	example,	the	function	awaits	a	dict	with	Str-type	keys	and	Type	values	int:	def
send_post_request	(URL:	STR,	Body:	DICT	[STR,	INT])	-	None:	...	The	built-in	functions	are	the	()	and	It	is	subclass	()	do	not	accept	the	types	of	genericia	for	its	second	argument:	Ð½ÐμÐ	»Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð»	ÐÐ½Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¸Ð¸Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸	,	2],	list	[str])	traceback	(the	last	relevant	call):	file	"followed	with	confidence",	line	1,	in	"typerror:	isinstance	()	argument	2	can	not	be	a	parameterized	gender	the	time	of	Python	execution	does	not	impose	type	annotations.	This	extends
to	the	generic	types	and	their	type	parameters.	When	creating	an	object	of	a	genericia,	the	container	elements	are	not	verified	against	their	type.	For	example,	it	is	discouraged.	The	next	code,	but	will	be	executed	without	errors:	Ñžñ	‰	Ð¸ñ	...	Ñƒñž	t	=	list	[str]	Ð½ÐμÐ	»Ð¸Ð½Ð¾	T	([1,	2,	3])	[1,	2,	3]	In	addition,	parameterized	gender	erase	the	parameters	of	type	during	the	creation	of	objects:	Ð½ÐμÐ	»Ð¸Ð½Ð¸ÑŽÑ	‰	Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ñ	...	Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ñ,	Ð½Ð	°	Ð½Ð¸	Ð½Ð	°	Ð½Ð¸	Ð½Ð	°
Ð½Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ð½Ð¸	Ð½ÐμÐ½Ð½Ð¸Ñ	ÑƒÑŽÑ	,Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð	Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¸Ð¼Ð¼	type	(L)	Call	REPR	()	or	STR	()	in	a	gearbox	shows	the	paragrammade	type:	Âšâ	‰	¥	ñžñ	‰	Ð¸Ñ	...	Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ñ	...	(LIST	[INT])	'LIST	[INT]'	Â	Šâ	‰	¥	n	Title	(List	[int])	'List	[int]	The	entire	__GeTitEm_	()	of	the	genils	will	raise	an	exception	to	discover	errors	such	as	DICT	[STR]	[STR]:	ÂšÂ	‰	¥	Title	DICT	[STR]	[STR]	traceback	(the	last	relevant
call):	file	"followed",	line	1,	in	Ð½Ðμmodule	confessed	type	Error:	There	are	no	type	variables	in	DICT	[STR]	however,	such	expressions	They	are	válidas	when	using	type	variables.	The	index	must	have	so	many	elements	since	there	are	variable	elements	of	In	the	generical	object	__args__.	of	the	written	import	rate	â	€	°	Title	and	=	Type	('Y')	âŠâ	‰	¥	Council	DICT	[STR,	Y]	[INT]	DICT	[STR,	INT]	All	parameterized	generic	implement	special	special	Attributes.	genus	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.
.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	.	see	also	pep	585	â€“â€”	type	insinuating	generics	in	standard	collections:	__class_getitem	__	()	â€“I	used	to	implement	generic	parameterized.	generic:	generic	in	the	mechanography	module.	a	union	object	has	the	value	of	the	NET	(bitwise	or)	operation	in	multiple	objects.	these	types	are	mainly	intended	for	type	annotations.	the	expression	of	type	of	union	allows	the	syntax	of	suggestion	of	type	of	cleaner	compared	to	writing.	x	UD	and	NET	...	defines	a	trade	union	object
that	supports	types	x,	and,	etc.	x	VA	and	means	either	x	or	y.	It	is	equivalent	to	writing.Union	[x,	y.]	for	example,	the	following	function	expects	an	argument	of	type	int	or	floating:	def	def	def	square	foot	(number:	int	Δ	floating)	-	verbal	int	Δ	floater:	return	number	**	2	Union_Object	==	other	union	objects	can	be	tested	for	equality	with	other	trade	union	objects.	Details:	trade	unions	are	flattened:	(int	日本語	str)	Δ	float	==	int	Δ	str	Δ	redundant	floating	types	are	eliminated:	int	Δ	str	Δ	int	==	int
Δ	str	when	comparing	the	unions,	the	order	is	ignored:	it	is	compatible	with	theInt	|	Str	==	Typing.union	[int,	Str]	Optional	types	can	be	spelled	as	a	union	with	none:	STR	|	None	==	Typing.optional	[Str]	IsInStance	(OBJ,	Union_Object)	ISSUBCLASS	(OBJ,	Union_Object)	Calls	to	IsInStance	()	and	ISSUBCLASS	()	()	is	also	supported	with	an	object	of	union:	 لااماامامامالالامامالاامالالالالامالام 	 لالالالالالالالالالالالالالالالاالالااالاالامامامامأ 	Traceback	(most	recent	call	last):	File	"≤3",	line	1,	in	≥module	PHP	TypeError:	isinstance()	argument	2	cannot	contain	a	parameterized
generic	The	type	exposed	by	the	user	for	the	binding	object	can	be	accessed	from	types.UnionType	and	used	for	isinstance()	checks.	Is	not	allowed	to	raise	a	specific	subject	from	the	type:	 ةيبرعأ 	Русский	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 امامام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 امام 	 ام 	 ام 	 ام 	 امامامامامامامامامامام 	 امام 	 ام 	 امامام 	 ام 	 ااااام 	 امام 	 ااام 	 اامام 	 ام 	 اامام 	 نم 	 امام 	 امامامام 	 مامامامامامام 	 نم 	 نم 	See	also	PEP	604	â	PEP	proposing	syntax	X	Δ	Y	and	the	Union	type.	The	interpreter	supports	other	types	of	objects.	Most	of	them	only	support	one	or	two	operations.	The	only	special	operation	in	a	module	is	the	attribute	access:	m.name,	where	m	is	a	module	and
name	accesses	a	name	defined	in	the	table	of	symbols	mâ¦s.	The	module	attributes	can	be	assigned	to.	(Please	note	that	instruction	imports	is	not,	strictly	speaking,	an	operation	on	a	modulus	object;	import	foo	does	not	require	a	module	object	called	foo,	but	requires	a	definition	(external)	for	a	module	called	foo	somewhere.)	A	special	attribute	of	each	module	is	__dict__.	This	is	the	dictionary	that	contains	the	module	symbol	table.	The	modification	of	this	dictionary	will	change	the	module
symbol	table,	but	the	direct	assignment	to	the	attribute	__dict__	is	not	possible	(you	can	write	m.__dict__['a']1,	which	defines	m.a	as	1,	but	you	cannot	write	m.__dict_	=	{}.	It	is	not	recommended	to	modify	directly	__dict__.	__dict___.built	into	the	interpreter	is	written	as	follows:	>>	c.method	.__	FUNC	__.	Whoami	=	'My	name	is	me	everything'	>>>	c.method.whoami	'My	name	is	me	everything'	See	the	standard	write	the	hierarchy	for	more	information.	Code	objects	are	used	by	the
implementation	to	represent	the	executable	python	code	"pseudo-compiled,	as	a	function	body.	They	differ	from	the	objects	of	the	function	because	they	do	not	contain	a	reference	to	their	global	execution	environment.	The	objects	of	Code	are	returned	by	the	built-in	compile	()	function	and	can	be	removed	from	function	objects	through	its	attribute	__code__.	See	also	the	code	module.	Access	to	__code__	increases	an	audit	event	object	.__	getattr__	With	OBJ	arguments	and	"__code__".	A	code
object	can	be	executed	or	evaluated	by	passing	it	(instead	of	a	string	of	origin)	to	the	EXEC	()	or	EVAL	()	functions	built..	Consult	the	standard	type	hierarchy	for	Get	more	information.	Type	objects	represent	the	different	types	of	objects.	The	type	of	function	of	an	object	is	accessed	by	the	type	of	incorporated	function	().	There	are	no	special	operations	in	the	types.	The	types	of	module	Standard	define	names	for	all	built-in	standard	types.	Types	are	written	like	this:	.	This	object	is	returned	by
functions	that	do	not	explicitly	return	a	value.	It	does	not	support	any	special	operation.	There	is	exactly	an	null	object,	named	none	(a	built-in	name).	The	type	(none)	()	produces	Singleton	itself.	It	is	written	like	none.	This	object	is	used	commonly	by	slicing	(see	mice).	It	does	not	support	any	special	operation.	There	is	exactly	an	ELLIPSIS	object,	called	Ellipsis	(a	built-in	name).	Type	(ELLIPSIS)	()	Produces	the	Singleton	ELIPSIS.	It	is	written	as	ellipsis	or	...	This	object	is	returned	from
comparisons	and	binary	operations	when	asked	to	operate	on	the	types	that	do	not	support.	See	for	more	information.	There’s	exactly	one	object	notimplemente.	Type	(noted)	()	Produces	the	Singleton	instance.	It	is	written	as	not	implemented.	The	boolean	values	are	the	two	constants.	constants.	False	and	true.	They	are	used	to	represent	truth	values	(although	other	values	can	also	be	considered	false	or	true).	In	numerical	contexts	(for	example,	when	used	as	an	argument	for	an	arithmetic
operator),	they	behave	like	whole	0	and	1,	respectively.	The	built-in	BOOL	()	function	can	be	used	to	convert	any	value	to	a	Boolean,	if	the	value	can	be	interpreted	as	a	real	value	(see	value	value	of	the	Truth	Tests	up).	They	are	written	as	false	and	true,	respectively.	The	implementation	adds	some	special	attributes	only	reading	to	various	types	of	objects,	where	they	are	relevant.	Some	of	them	are	not	reported	by	the	built-in	dir	()	function.	Object	.__	DICT	___	Â¶	A	dictionary	or	other	mapping
object	used	to	store	the	attributes	(writings)	of	an	object.	Instance._class__¶	The	class	to	which	a	class	instance	belongs.	class.	The	base	class	tuble	of	a	class	object.	Definition._Name	___	Â¶	The	name	of	the	class,	function,	method,	descriptor	or	generator	instance.	Definition	________	Â¶	The	qualified	name	of	the	class,	function,	method,	descriptor	or	generator	instance.	class.	This	attribute	is	a	tuple	of	classes	that	are	considered	when	looking	for	base	classes	during	the	resolution	of	the	method.
Class.mro	()	Â¶	This	method	can	be	surpassed	by	a	methaclass	to	customize	the	resolution	order	of	the	method	for	your	instances.	It	is	called	in	the	class	snapper,	and	its	result	is	stored	in	__mro__.	Class	.______	()	Â¶	Each	class	maintains	a	list	of	references	to	its	immediate	subclasses.	This	method	returns	a	list	of	all	those	references	still	alive.	The	list	is	in	order	of	definition.	Example:	Ð½ÐμÐ	»Ð¸Ð»	Ð¸Ð½ÑƒÑŽÐ½Ð¸Ð½Ð¸Ð½Ð¸	INT	.__	subclasses	___	()	[SELECTION	'BOOL']	Notes	at	the	foot
page
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